HUNT BOILERS – LATEST NEWS

August 6, 2020

COVID-19 – MELBOURNE STAGE 4 RESTICTIONS

As you probably are aware, from 6pm on August 2, 2020 the Metropolitan Melbourne area is under
Stage 4 restrictions. The further restrictions were implemented by the Victorian Government to
reduce the number of people leaving their homes and moving around the Metropolitan area, with a
view that such a strategy will reduce the spread of COVID-19.
The Victorian Government has announced, as part of Stage 4 restrictions, that many businesses will
be required to close for a 6 weeks period effective from midnight, Wednesday August 5, 2020. Only
certain “Permitted Work Premises” businesses will be allowed to remain open, accordingly to a
specific guideline published by the Victorian Government.
We would like to inform that all Victorian operations for HUNT BOILERS will remain OPEN and that
normal communication with our team and our full range of products and services will continue. We
can continue to operate on-site based on the following from the specific guidelines published by the
Victorian Government:
o

Hunt Boilers are an ancillary and support business required in the production, supply,
manufacture, repair, maintenance, and distribution of goods or services necessary for the
operations of permitted work sites or for closed work sites where there are safety or
environmental obligations; and

o

Hunt Boilers provides such supply, related to the health care industry including to all public and
private health services.

Thanks in advance for your continuous support in these challenging times.

HUNT BOILERS REMAIN
FULLY OPERATIONAL

While Hunt Boilers will still maintain
its full range of COVID SAFE
strategies, we will remain open for all
required attendance at customer’s
facilities and will provide any safety,
service and breakdown requirements

HUNT BOILERS BOOSTED
STOCK HOLDINGS

Boilers and boiler spare parts
inventory has been increased
throughout Australia. Hunt Boilers
has more than 25 new boilers
available in capacities from 100 kW
to 8 MW, and spare parts for more
than 6 months’ general supply

HUNT BOILERS CRITCAL
SPARE PARTS STRATEGY

We recommend for all customers
that consider their boilers essential
to operations, that a critical spare
parts inventory is ordered and held
at site. This strategy may have
significant impact on keeping boilers
operational

STRATEGY TO SHUT-DOWN BOILER SYSTEMS
In order to protect your boilers during any extended lay-down period, Hunt
Boilers recommend that proper wet storage procedures are followed,
including correct isolation of equipment. This will ensure the best possible
outcomes when boilers are returned into service
For Further Information please contact HUNT BOILERS – MELBOURNE 03 9580 9377 – 24 hours, 7-days a Week
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